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Dear Sir/Madam, 
 
Re: Section 48 Planning and Development Act 2000 
 Draft Development Contribution Scheme for Westmeath 
 
We are making this submission as part of the public consultation of the Draft Development 
Contribution Scheme for Westmeath and submitting it digitally via. the portal at 
https://consult.westmeathcoco.ie/ by the deadline of 4pm on Thursday 26th November 2021.   
 
Our responses are in relation to the Development Contribution Scheme Draft for Public Consultation 
Document published in October 2021. 
 
Background – Mullingar Chamber 
Mullingar Chamber is the largest organised business representative group with over 200 members 
[individuals and companies] with over 3,000 staff employed in the town and municipal district.  Our 
mission statement is to promote Mullingar as a place to live and work and to promote inward 
investment in the town and municipal district as well as the local daytime and night-time economy.   
 
We deliver these goals through ongoing management of key stakeholder relationships with our 
members, Westmeath County Council, the IDA, Enterprise Ireland as well as sitting on the Strategic 
Policy Committees of Westmeath County Council and the Local Community Development 
Committee.  We also run the largest event in the midlands attracting over 100,000 visitors to 
Mullingar in the Christmas period to attend the Winterfest Skating on Ice event. 
 
This Submission 
Our submission is the result of careful consideration by our 15-person board as well as all our 
members from various business sectors and is hoped should play a major part in driving the 
economic growth of the area and region should these observations and suggestions be acted upon. 
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Our Submission – Summary Points 
Owing to potential unnecessary complexity, cross purposing of responses and explanations and with 
a purpose of wanting to be absolutely clear in our positions; we outline our summary of the scheme 
presented in relation to the Development Contribution Scheme Draft for Public Consultation 
Document published in October 2021 in black, accompanied by our observations in red:- 
 

1. Purpose – We understand the purpose of these schemes is to meet funding of 
essential physical and social infrastructure that supports the implementation of the 
development plans of the Local Authorities [LA/s] including General Recreational, 
Community Facilities and Amenities, Transport and Drainage Infrastructure.  We 
understand there is an obligation on the LA to set out the basis of determining 
these budgets and contributions and the makeup of these budgets, set out the 
allocation of these costs to various development types, allow for reduced payment 
in certain circumstances and facilitate the payment of phased contributions.  
Mullingar Chamber supports this approach in full and wants to put as logical a case 
as is possible forward where we see commercial, economic and cultural benefits in 
doing so as below.  We note there is an absence of a national comparison of the 
budgets and allocations and would welcome this vs. national average as 
development contributions can be a major attractor and detractor in investment 
decisions.  We would like to see how Westmeath compares to be at the very 
forefront in this going forward and to make sure we are not uncompetitive without 
a reason for being so.  We would also welcome a detailed analysis of the previous 
scheme to demonstrate the scale of residential and commercial development 
during that period and how the scheme functioned and what changes might need 
to be made to this scheme to improve delivering on its objectives 
 

2. Basis of Determination – We understand these budgets are determined having 
regard for the previous scheme [2013-2020 in this case], the estimated cost going 
forward to meet the purposes, the estimated scale of impending development and 
the estimated charge psm for each type of development going forward.  Mullingar 
Chamber notes there are no budgetary metrics presented in relation to the 
outgoing scheme however there is a EUR50m budget presented in relation to this 
scheme.  We would very much welcome a short analysis of the previous scheme 
[quantum, allocation, recovery, shortfalls etc.] to put in a context how this next 
scheme fits in economic terms and in terms of ambition for the LA during the 
forthcoming period.  We think this makes logical sense for many reasons 

   
a. DELCG 2013 – We also understand reduced rates may apply in town 

centres to support development, temporary permissions, change of use 
where there is no need for upgraded infrastructure, grant aided businesses 
supported by the IDA / EI as well as supporting the Government Jobs 
Initiative, net additional development in redevelopment cases, protected 
structures, restoration, protection of buildings, renewable energy.  
Mullingar Chamber supports this however we have specific comments and 



  

 

observations to make in terms of how these reduced rates might be applied 
and an equitability to this application which we feel is crucial 
 

b. General Scheme – We understand the scheme is to facilitate the 
acquisition of land, provision of open spaces, recreational and community 
facilities and amenities, landscaping works, roads, car park, car parking 
places, surface water sewers, flood relief, ancillary infrastructure, bus 
corridors and lanes, bus interchange facilities, public transport 
infrastructure, cycle and pedestrian lanes, traffic calming measures, 
refurbishment, upgrading and enlargement of public roads, car parks, car 
parking spaces, surface water sewers, flood relief work and ancillary 
infrastructure, provision of high capacity infrastructure such as broadband, 
provision of school sites and any ancillary matters.  Mullingar Chamber 
supports these allocations in full 
 

c. Special Development Contributions – We understand these can be 
provided for where specific exceptional costs not covered by the scheme 
are to be incurred by the LA which directly benefit the proposed 
development.  Mullingar Chamber reluctantly supports this approach and 
encourages careful implementation of it going forward where a specific 
exceptional cost may need to be incurred to deliver development  
 

d. Supplementary Development Contribution Schemes – We understand this 
is also an approach that can be taken and in 2007 the Clonmore Link and 
Robinstown Link Roads scheme was set up in this regard and that it is now 
closed out.  Mullingar Chamber is absolutely opposed to any further 
Supplementary Contribution Schemes.  The rationale behind this 
opposition is that in 2021 we live and work in a highly developed country, 
province, county, county towns and rural towns and we feel any further 
significant infrastructure burden should be budgeted for as part of the 
entire county and allocated across the basic scheme as proposed and, to 
this end we would encourage, if envisaged that there may be variance 
needed from the plan presented, that the consideration of an additional 
capital allocation of EUR10m [20%] in this regard specifically for this 
element, should it come to pass.  Where this amount is levied and collected 
and not used during the next period, we feel it should be returned to those 
who contributed to it at the end of the scheme, if this is possible    

 
3. Review of Previous Scheme – We note the previous scheme from 2014 to 2020 

collected EUR3.76m, EUR2.114m from commercial development and EUR1.526m 
from residential development with a balance of EUR119k.  We note an 
unnumbered list of 14 no. schemes that benefited from this scheme.  There is no 
analysis presented as to what the previous capital items cost, how much any 
shortfall was and how it was funded, if there was a shortfall and it was funded.  We 
would welcome this analysis of the previous scheme to demonstrate how the 



  

 

proposed EUR50m scheme compares going forward and to see and demonstrate 
the logic in the economic metrics of this being explained as set out, particularly as 
the forthcoming metrics are based on the previous scheme and previous delivery 
levels as set out in this document presented by WCC  
 

4. Estimating Future Scheme – We note the Westmeath County Development Plan 
Core Strategy is the basis of this estimation 

 
a. Residential – We note 4,983 units forecast for the period 2021-2027, 712 

units per annum.  Mullingar Chamber is delighted to see this proposed 
growth for the said period and will do whatever it can to support it 
transpiring through marketing Mullingar as a quality place to live and work.  
Assuming 110sq.m. per house we are allocating 550,000sq.m. to this for 
our own economic metrics below 
 

b. Commercial – We note this is based on the average development in this 
space in the period 2014-2020 resulting in an estimated 20,000sq.m. of 
commercial space will be developed in the coming period and 
EUR16.20psm being the rate applied to that space.  Mullingar Chamber is 
delighted to see this proposed growth for the said period and will do 
whatever it can to support it transpiring through marketing Mullingar as a 
quality place to live and work.  However, we would be extremely 
concerned that commercial development is only [at 20,000sq.m. as set 
out] forecast to be 3.6% that of residential, residential being 33x 
commercial during the same period.  If this metric is true and translates to 
be so, we would strongly encourage WCC to take a look at how we can 
attract more commercial development to the county during the term of 
this plan.  For example, we are currently aware of one single application for 
planning permission that will be brought forward in the coming quarter [Q1 
2022] that is, in itself 20,000sq.m.  We feel strongly this 20,000sq.m. needs 
to be revised upwards substantially to c.100,000sq.m. particularly given 
that, even at that level it would still be less than 20% of the residential 
delivery level, a logical delivery metric, in our view       

 
5. Allocation of Contributions – We note the logic here is that there is an ongoing 

review of allocations where levels of collections will be compared to cost of 
delivery of infrastructure with some degree of flexibility.  We note proportionality 
of charge for residential is as follows:- 
 

a. Residential – 50% General Recreational, Community Facilities and 
Amenities and 50% Transport and Drainage Infrastructure.  Mullingar 
Chamber supports this allocation in principle as it appears to make logical 
sense  
 



  

 

b. Commercial – 40% General Recreational, Community Facilities and 
Amenities and 60% Transport and Drainage Infrastructure.  Mullingar 
Chamber would feel that this allocation should be increased from 60% to 
75% for Transport and Drainage Infrastructure as 3:1 is a lot more 
sensible to deliver commercial space in our county in our view than 40:60 
and there is already 33x projection for commercial over residential as set 
out 

 
6. Levels of Contributions – We note the following levels of contribution set out:- 

 
a. Residential – EUR4,000 per unit up to 200sq.m. and EUR25psf above that.  

Based on the 5,000 unit target set out this amounts to only EUR20m of a 
EUR50m budget.  Furthermore, based on the current metric this is 
EUR20psm.  Mullingar Chamber would encourage national average analysis 
on this point to show how this compares with other counties to see its 
overall context and, in the absence of a Special Scheme as set out, that the 
funding route for shortfalls is clearly identified outside this scheme vis. a 
vis. central funding and the outcomes of the previous scheme which are 
not presented thusfar in this draft document 
 

b. Residential Extension – EUR20psm 
 

c. Commercial – EUR23psm.  Based on the 20,000sq.m. target as set out this 
is only EUR460,000 of a EUR50m budget.  Mullingar Chamber would 
encourage national average analysis on this point to show how this 
compares with other counties to see its overall context and, in the absence 
of a Special Scheme as set out, that the funding route for shortfalls is 
clearly identified outside this scheme.  Finally, we would welcome levelling 
this sq.m. rate with residential [EUR20psm] to flatten out any variance 
analysis going forward   
 

d. Agriculture – Between EUR5 and EUR10psm 
 

e. Others – EUR10psm  
 

f. Forestry and Peat – EUR650 per ha 
 

g. Waste Facility – EUR1,500 per ha 
 

h. Extractive Industry – EUR15,000 per ha [EUR10k minimum] 
 

i. Parking and Motor Storage – EUR2,500 per ha 
 

j. Caravan Park / Camping – EUR2,500 per ha 
 



  

 

k. Non Building Storage – EUR10psm 
 

l. Advertisement – EUR30psm 
 

m. Utility Lines – EUR1k per km 
 

n. Telecoms Mast – EUR5k per mast 
 

o. Renewable Energy – EUR12,000 per MW 
 

p. Car Parking – EUR5,700 urban and EUR2,850 rural.  Mullingar Chamber 
would, in light of the Town Enhancement Works, welcome a traffic 
summary of the number of public parking spaces in the town before and 
after these works as well as how this number compares to the overall 
commercial core of the town and future parking needs.  Mullingar Chamber 
feels the rate as presented is about correct given the cost of delivering 
parking spaces but we are also keen to also see how much was collected on 
the previous scheme and how many spaces were delivered in relation to it 
from that collection at that time 
 

q. Open Space – EUR42psm urban and EUR14psm rural 
 

r. Outside The List – EUR250 per ha 
 

7. Exemptions and Reductions – We note the following categories “will” be exempted 
or “will” pay at a reduced rate:- 
 

a. Voluntary Organisations – Clear as set out 
 

b. Housing – Social and disabled housing 
 

c. Local Authority Development – Clear as set out 
 

d. Agriculture – Clear as set out 
 

e. Renewable Energy – Clear as set out 
 

f. Telecommunications – Clear as set out 
 

g. Change of Use – Clear as set out, previous contributions are offset 
 

h. Demolition and Rebuild – Clear as set out 
 

i. Economic Development  – 33% reduction for development in an IDA 
Business Park.  Mullingar Chamber supports this 33% reduction for 



  

 

development in an IDA Business Park.  However, Mullingar Chamber is 
keen to understand the rationale as to why this same reduction is not 
afforded to private business park development as this appears, on the 
face of the information provided, to be totally inequitable and contrary to 
competition legislation and creating an unfair marketplace advantage for 
a state agency.  A final point on this is that average industrial rents in 
Mullingar are EUR6psf vs. EUR100psf build cost [6% return before land] and 
not developable until rents rise and/or costs fall.  Also, office rents are 
averaging EUR10psf vs. build cost of EUR150psf [6.66% return before land] 
and, as a result there has been almost no commercial development in the 
town in the past 10 years owing to both the financial crash of 2008 which 
has now passed and market failure as rents and capital costs have diverged 
with rising costs and low rents  
 

j. Protected Structures – Clear as set out, 50% reduction.  In light of ongoing 
dilapidations of many protected structures [Columb Barracks, Saint 
Loman’s Hospital], Mullingar Chamber feels this should be extended to 
100% 
 

k. Town Centre Regeneration – Clear as set out, 33% reduction in the retail 
core areas.  Owing to the linear and extended development nature of all 
our towns over the past 200 years, as well as changes in retail patterns, 
Mullingar Chamber does not support this restriction to the core retail area 
and proposes it is extended to the entire town areas as per the appendices 
presented and that this is increased from 33% to 100% to encourage town 
centre regeneration  
 

l. Architectural Conservation – Clear as set out, 25% reduction 
 

m. Temporary Permission – Clear as set out 
 

8. Payment of Contributions – We note the payment section as set out.  Mullingar 
Chamber would welcome specific commentary in each planning grant as to how the 
particular contributions were arrived at in terms of the overall scheme and why 
various exemptions did not apply to any granted scheme, where they did not or 
where reduced levels were not applied in the interests of clarity and transparency  
 

9. Appeals to ABP – We note no appeal on contributions only may be made to ABP 
and an appeal only may be made where the scheme is not properly applied.  
Mullingar Chamber feels this is totally unfair on all applicants for planning 
permissions and would encourage legislation around this to be advanced to allow 
appeals to higher authorities where an issue arises in this regard as the scheme can 
easily be misinterpreted and there is no real right of appeal available   
 
 



  

 

10. Duration of the Scheme – We note it is a 6-year scheme  
 

11. Appendix 1 – Recreation, Community Facilities and Amenities – EUR20m over 5 
years noted 
 

12. Appendix 1 – Transport and Drainage Infrastructure – EUR30m over 5 years noted 
 

13. Appendix 2 – Settlements areas – Athlone, Castlepollard, Clonmellon, Delvin, 
Kilbeggan, Killucan/Rathwire, Kinnegad, Moate, Mullingar, Rochfortbridge, 
Tyrrellspass all noted.  As regards Town Centre Renewal exemptions as set out 
above, we would welcome this applying to the entire town area as set out [not just 
the core] and it to be revised from 33% to 100%  

 
We hope this submission is received in the constructive fashion with which it is sent, and we look 
forward to dealing with any enquiries you may have in relation to it. 
 
Given that we have gone to extraordinary lengths to engage on this submission [7 pages, 3,000 
words], please can we request a written response to the items set out as and be advised as to when 
this might be possible. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 

John Geoghegan 
___________________ 
 
John Geoghegan 
President – Mullingar Chamber 
 
cc.   All members MCC 

All Elected Members WCC 
4 No. Local TDs 
Westmeath Examiner 
Topic Newspaper 
Midlands 103 


